
FCNL Report for March 2021 

	 Word has just been received that FCNL Executive Secretary Diane Randall will retire at 
the end of  2011. Diane came to the executive secretary position exactly ten years ago in March 
2011. In FCNL’s 78 years of  existence, the organization has had only four executive secretaries 
and Diane is the first woman to hold that position. On taking office a decade ago, “Diane told 
those gathered that FCNL ‘must be bold, strategic, and relentless in our advocacy.’” She has kept 
to that challenge! 

	 A search committee has been formed; it is clerked by DeAnne Butterfield of  IMYM. A 
consultant will assist the FCNL leadership in identifying what can be foreseen as the knowledges, 
skills and abilities FCNL needs to look for in Diane’s successor. Then the committee willl seek 
candidates qualified to lead the organization into the future, with hopes of  having a nominee 
selected for approval by the General Committee at the November 2021 annual meeting. 

	 FCNL is very different in 2021 than it was in 2011. For one thing, it is much stronger 
financially, having successfully recovered from the shock of  the 2008 recession, which drastically 
cut staffing. During that recovery, Diane has been successful in greatly diversifying the 
Washington office staff, as well as bringing in many younger advocates who are in touch with the 
needs and aspirations of  younger generation people and are able to incorporate those outlooks 
into their advocacy for the legislative priorities Friends have approved for FCNL to pursue. In 
fact, one of  the issues the next executive secretary may have to wrestle with is the relationship 
between a General Committee made up generally of  old White Friends from similar-looking 
meetings around the nation and an outstanding staff  on Capitol Hill that is increasingly different 
in its demographic makeup. 

	 Diane’s decade at FCNL has led to huge progress in training people (Friends and non-
Friends) in how to lobby Congress to support the goals we seek. Many, though not all, of  those 
training efforts (Spring Lobby Weekend, Young Fellows, Young Adult Advocates, etc.) have been 
focused on young adults (generally 21 to 30). There are FCNL advocacy groups in communities 
across the country. As a result, there now are literally thousands of  FCNL-trained advocates in 
those communities, too. My guess is that one of  the questions the next executive secretary will 
need to address is how, if  at all, the subject matter expertise at headquarters can be tapped to 
mobilize advocacy on the same issues at the sub-federal level, as in the case of  the ban on private 
prisons being considered in the New Mexico legislature at this moment. 

	 One stellar advance during Diane’s administration, IMHO, was the creation of  the 
Congressional Advocate on Native American Policy position. Applicants are being sought right 
now for the third person to fill this paid staff  position: “The congressional advocate on Native 
American policy manages the Native American Advocacy program, keeping track of  legislation 
and funding proposals that affect Native Americans, communicating with Congress about 
selected bills and issues, and lobbying on legislation that is important to Indian country. This 
position is a 27-month fellowship, with the final three months of  the term overlapping with the 
advocate’s successor.” For the first time, we started asking a young adult Native American to 
come to Washington and learn to advocate for the concerns they know are most relevant to their 
tribes and corporations, sharing their insights with other FCNL staff, helping introduce their 



successor to Capitol Hill and then going on to other positions of  leadership for Native American 
causes. It’s a significant departure from the sometimes paternalistic relationship Quaker bodies 
have had with Native Americans in the past. 

	 In other FCNL news, General Committee Clerk Ron Ferguson has also announced that 
the venerable William Penn House not far from FCNL headquarters has been renamed “Friends 
Place.” “In changing the name, the board affirms the need to reckon with Quakers’ complicity in 
racism, and to utilize the facility for education intended to challenge and dismantle the 
foundations of  white supremacy.” 

	 Five hundred or more young adults will participate in Spring Lobby Weekend on March 
20 to 22; “After training, participants will lobby their Congressional delegations to demilitarize 
U.S. policing and end police violence.” 

	 The 117th Congress has a lot on its plate as the Biden administration begins to move. Go 
to fcnl.org for latest updates on many of  the issues they will be dealing with. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Tom Vaughan 
An NMRM representative to the FCNL General Committee
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